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Courageous, captivating, cunning—the Royal Rebel leads her band of freedom
fighters against the tyranny of Prince John.

Robin, the secret daughter of King Richard, fights injustice as she awaits her
father’s return from the Crusades. Joining forces with arrogant knight
extraordinaire, Sir Simon of Loxley, the two undertake a mission to save the
kingdom.

Inspired by the classic Errol Flynn film "The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
"Royal Rebel" twists a beloved legend with humor, whimsical imagination, and
romance.

Winner of the “Great Expectations” and “Gotcha” contest of the Romance
Writers of America

(Previously published as “Princess Robin.” Any historical accuracy is strictly
coincidental.)
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Editorial Review

From the Author
Royal Rebel was great fun to write, especially the banter between Robin and Simon. She's a take-charge girl
who's been used to running the show in Sherwood Forest. Simon is a supremely arrogant male. He can't
imagine taking orders from a woman. They argue and match wits through a fantastical adventure in a very
reimagined twist of a classic tale.

About the Author
Dana Taylor writes books with a mystical touch. Born andraised in California, she attended the University of
Redlands and received herB.A. with a theatre major. Her senior year sent her to Oklahoma for a
theatreinternship, which resulted in a whirlwind courtship and a long marriage.  Her two romantic comedies,
AIN'T LOVE GRAND?and DEVIL MOON: A MYSTIC ROMANCE (A Movers and Shakers List Title) are
set inAmerica's heartland. Opposites attract, loveable characters, and a good dose oflaughter.  Through the
years, she and herhusband raised two daughters and numerous animals, with varying results.  A dog ate a
hamster and the iguana escaped ahomemade cage. One rabbit proved it could consume a remote with no ill
effects(except to the remote.)The daughters turned out fine.

Her imagination led her to writing romantic adventures, alsowith a good dose of comedy. ROYAL REBEL
began as a Romance Writer's of Americacontest piece and grew into a full blown, spirited twist on the Robin
Hoodtale. PROUD HEART centers on Rosa Dominguez, a Hispanic heroineinspired by Dana's grandmother.
Her CHARMIN' WARRIOR, hero, Jaguar Jack, has apsychic bent that grew from Ms. Taylor's interest in
paranormal andmetaphysical matters.  

Nowadays when she isn't writing, she is often giving Reikienergy healing treatments. Her interest began with
the charismatic spiritualmovement and led to the study of healing modalities. Her non-fiction book, EVER-
FLOWING STREAMS: CHRIST, REIKI< REINCARNATION AND ME, chronicles her spiritualjourney
into alternative healing. She explores spirituality, energy healing,and wonder at her blog
SupernalLiving.com. Also visit DanaTaylorAuthor.com formore info about Definitely Dana Tales.
                 

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Mary McClellan:

The book Royal Rebel can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why must we
leave a very important thing like a book Royal Rebel? Some of you have a different opinion about reserve.
But one aim which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try to closer with
your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you may give for each other; you may share all
of these. Book Royal Rebel has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and big function for you.
You can search the enormous world by open and read a book. So it is very wonderful.



Daniel Slater:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want something to
explain what the one you have problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you
don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you
have extra time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They have to answer that question
since just their can do in which. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right.
Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this particular Royal Rebel to read.

Nancy Leto:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era and that is always change and progress. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to you
is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Royal Rebel is our recommendation to make you
keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Jeannine Lawson:

Do you among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this specific aren't like that. This Royal Rebel book is readable by you who hate those perfect word style.
You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving actually
decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer associated with Royal Rebel content conveys
objective easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it
just different as it. So , do you continue to thinking Royal Rebel is not loveable to be your top checklist
reading book?
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